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On Memory City:
A Conversation
with Alex Webb
and Rebecca
Norris Webb
By Meredith Davenport
or the past seueral Tears, Alex Webb and Rebecca Norris Webb
haue been phXographing in Rctchestet; JVeru lbrk, home of the

Eastman Kodak Compan2. Kodak uent through bankruptcl
in 2012 13, during the period Webb and J\torris Webb uere
photographing the images that resulted in their book Memory
City, published b2 Radius Books in 2011. Thefollouing interaieza took
place in the form of an email exchange in preparation Jor the frst Memory

City exhibition and

book launch, both

in conjunction with the Visual Studies
26-28, 2014, in

Workshop biannual Photo-Bookuorks Slmposium, June
Roclrcster, Jttew Tork.

AIex Webb is bcst known ficr his vibrant and complex color
work, cspecially from Latin America and the Caribbean. He has
published eleven books, including The Sffiring of LrCht, a survey
book ol thirty years of his color photographs; and Violet Isle: A
Duet of Photographs from Cuba (with Rebecca Norris Webb, 2009),
the latter exhibited at the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, in 201 I.
Alex has exhibited at museums worldwide, including the Whitney
Museum of American Art; the High Museum of Art, Atlanta;
and the Museum of Contemporary Art San Diego. His work has
appeared in National Geographic, the
lfork Times Magaline, Geo,
"\?zr
and other publications. He has received numerous awards and
grants, including a Hasselblad Award in 1998 and a Guggenheim
Fellowship in 2007.
Rebecca Norris Webb has published five photography books:
The Glass Betueen Us (2006); Violet Isle: A Duet of Photographs
from Cuba (with Alex Webb, 2009); M1 Dakota (2012); Alex Webb
and Rebecca JMorris Webb on Street Photography and the Poetic Image
(201a); and Memory CiU @ith Alex Webb, 2014). Originally a
poet, Rebecca often makes books that interwcave her text and
photographs, most notably M7 Dakotq selected as one of the
best photography books of 2012 by PDJV, Photo-E1e, and Time.
Her work has been exhibited internationally, including at the
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, and the George Eastman House
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Rochester, New York. Her work has appeared

lVeru thrker, the JVew

lbrk Reuiew of

tn Timq the

Books, Jrtational Geographic,

and

Le Monde Maga1ine.
MEREDITH DAVENPORT: How did the idea lot Memory City emerge? Did
your ideas develop separately and then move together, or did the process
go back and

foilh?

ALEX WEBB: For both Rebecca and myself, the creation

of

our

prer,ious two books were intensc and emotionally exhausting
experiences: RebeccapublishingMlt Dakola, a book on South Dakota

that became an elegy for her brother, who died unexpectedly;
and my completing The Sffiring rf Ltght (2011), a survey book
that forced me to look back and evaluate thirty years o{' color
work. We wanted to do somethine very different, so when I was
invited to Rochester to be part of a Magnum Photos project on
the city [Ed. note: see "House of Pictures: A Conversation with
Susan Meisel as," tn After'image 4l , no. 1] , we decided to explore
doing a project together. What was particularly difficult and
daunting about the project was that, unlike our only other fully
collaborative project, Violet Isle, which eme rge d organically out of
two separate projects. this book was conceived as a collaborative
work from the beginning.
After each trip we would look at our respcctive bodies of work
and try to see just where our photographs seemed to be taking
us. I began to move from the street to exploring events. Rebecca
discovered and expanded the themes of dresses and women that
dominate her work from Rochester. After the fourth trip we began
to put together a serics of book dummies that ultimately resulted
in the book as it is. We also brought David Chickey, the creative
director of Radius Books, into the project much carlier than we
usually involve a publisher. We realized that David understood
exactly what we were doing and that his design and conceptual
insights were crucial to the development of the project.
REBE(CA NORRIS WEBB: Alex and I have long been drawn to the
Iayered qualities of cities--that sensc of city as palimpsest. Thinking
about Rochester-and its many transformations over the years,
inciuding "Flour Ciry" "Flower Ciry" and "The World's Image
Center" brought to mind Italo Calvino's 1972 novel lzuisible Cities,
which can be read as describing the many cities that exist within one

city

Venice. Fittingly,Memory City's epigraph is a quote taken from
Calvino's chapter called "Cities and memory":
The city, however, does not tell its past, but contains it like the
lines of a hand, written in the corners of the streets, the gratings
of the windows, the banisters of the steps, the antennae of the
lightning rods, the poles of the flags, every segment marked ln
turn with scratches, indentations, scrolls.

MD: What wele your first impressions of Rochester, and how did they
change as you continued to return to make the work?

AW: My earlier experiences of Rochester had largely centered
around trips to the George Eastman House. On one of those visits
to the Eastman House, in 2006, I did photograph some and
there is a reproduction of one of these color Kodachrome slides in

Donce Holl, Loke Ontorio, Rochester, NY,2013 (20]1) by Alex Webb; courtesy the artist

the visual afterword booklet at thc back of Memory

CiQ

it never occurred to me tllat I might one day embark on

horvever,
a

project

I don't entircly know why in 2012 the
city suddenly seemed ripe for photography. Maybe completing Z/za
Sffiring af Lx.ght a book rcflecting years of photography often
far lrom Rust Belt cities such as Rochester--enablcd me to start
looking at my country in a different way. Additionally perhaps the
challenge of trying to do something that went beyond the streets
of Rochcstcr into a kind of suggestive meditation on film, time,
and memory also intrigued me. Photographic inspiration, like all
creative inspiration, is often mysterious. Why, at one point in one's
life, is one ready lor a given project? For whatever complicated
reasons, I seemed to be photographically ready {br Rochester.
Rebecca and I knew the city's photographic legacy Kodak,
the Eastman House, and the Msual Studies \\brkshop. What we
were unprepared for was the rich history of the city: lrom its
nineteenth-century economic successes, to its prominent place
on this city vr'ith Rebecca.

in the history of the abolitionist and

suffragette movements)

to the series ol poets and musicians who were born or lived in
Rochester. The city has had a remarkabiy diverse and layered
cultural life.
RNW: Like Alex, my first impressions ol Rochester had to do with
cxhibiting at the Eastman House specifically my participation
in the group exhibition Whlt Look at Animak? curated by Alison
Q1

Nordstrom in 2006- as well as, of coursc, Kodak, and the
lact that it rvas a series of Kodak fi1ms that helpcd me find my
particular u'ay of seeing, inciuding Tri-X (I first worked in black
and white) and later Portra.

As I continued to work in Rochester I think it was around
the third trip surprisingly, something about the city began to
f-eel familiar. I tend to identify most closely with the American
West where I came of age, and Rochester, at least lor part of the
nineteenth century, was considered America's \\,'estern frontier.
Even today, Rochester seems imbued with a kind of expansive
frontier spirit that was an integral part of its past- from the
city as one of the last stops on the Underground Railroad for
runaway slaves fleeins to Canada; to Quaker Susan B. Anthony's

to the innovative Gcorge
Eastman, a rags-to-riches inventor who managcd to democratize
the documenting of history by creating an affordable camcra.
The recording ol US history-including lamily records and
individual memory would never be the same.
tifelong fight for women's rights;

MD: Rebecra, how did the idea to work with women and their dresses
emerge? Did you have a strong memory of a dress, 01 were you inspired by

something else?

Working solely with film like I do, I think it is fi1m's tactile
quality that I'[ miss most of all when I have to eventually switch
RNW:

afterimage
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B/ueSecondhondPromDress, Rochester, NY,2OI2(2012) byRebeccaNorrisWebb; courtesytheartist

to digital. I'll especially miss rhat slip of celluloid that's accompanied
me at e\rery moment I've cver photographed like those silk or satin
or organza dresscs r.vorn onlv onc(_' to a memorable cvent.

\\brking in Rochcster alicr Kodak deciarcd bankruptc,v, I besan
to wonder: Flolv much lonecr will film accompanv me likc one o{'
those dclicate, yet inclclible, dresscs? Haunting my work in Memory
Ciq, this cluestion inspired my clegiac refr:rin: a series of contact
shcr:ts .1' drcsses and

p.rtraits of Rochester r,v.men, past

ancl

presc.t.

MD: What were the challenges of blending these different approarhes to the
idea of memory together in a sequence for a book?
AW: \{reaving together

notjust my color street work and Rebe cca's

dresscs and portraits, but also her clegiac contact shccts and my
black-and-rvhite Kodachrome thc vibrant color film that Kodak
no lonscr produccs (since 2009) nor color processes (since 20 1 0),
but surprisingly can still bc proccssed as black ancl nhite took
us many months, trying to find the risht balance, the right point,/
counterpoint that could simultaneously bcgin to show thc city as
it is today, as well as to susscst the multiple lavers of time and

mcmory. How smooth or discordant should the photographic
.juxtapositions be? Hou, much melody? Holv much dissonancc?

8
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At one point, lor r:xample, the work that is in thc visual aflerrvord
booklct at the back of thc book was part of the main boclv of
the rvork. 'I'hanks to Dar.id Chickey's inspiration, it becamc its
orvn entity.
RNW: This u,as dr:finitclv the most challenging book lve,r,e cver
tried to sequencc. At the beeinnins, I think ne both lelt a little
lost. For me, I only besan to find mv rvay n'hen I realizccl that

Alex's biack-and-white photographs struck a note that sussestcd
something about Rochester's past. These evocative black-anclrvhite Kodachromes, which have a distressed, weathcred fecl,

wovcn with both my and Alcx's color photographs, started to
create Memory C)f's visual rhythm, a rhvthm that echoes horv
the mind contcmplates time. For instance, first you arc in the
vibrant present moment, as suggestcd by the borik's cokrr work;
thcn, suddcnl,v, you find yoursclf drifiing into thoughts or imascs
ol the past, evoked by Alex's weathered-fceling black-and-rvhite
Kodachromes; and then perhaps you slip into a reveric about
thc nebulous future. hinted at by my dreamy portraits of young
Rochester women, who presumably have their entire lives ahead

of them.

MD: Could you talk about your process of working together on this project?
ptocess
Did you shoot together, and how did the editing and sequencing

wolk as a team?

AW: \Are only occasionally photographed together' Alrd that was
Iargely because there were times when we both wanted to photograph the same event. You'll notice, for example, that there are
two very different photographs in the book, one from cach of us,
ol the Maala Day of Remembrance, the annual July elnnt that
commemorates those who died during the Middle Passage voyages
of the Atlantic Occan slave trade. In general' we bring our work
That's when we begin to work out
together in thc editing
Process.

just how our respective photographs speak to one another'

our first trip, we knew we wanted to do
some sort of collaborative project in Rochester' Fortunately, in
RNW: Even before

addition to the collaborative cditing and sequencing we didlike with our first joint book, VioLet IsLe we also discovered
ways to collaborate conceptually on Memorl Clry, something
we'd never tried belore.

Early on, we knew we wanted our collaboration to be as layered as Rochester itself-and the many cities, past and present,
within it. As a nod to Eastman's democratization of the documentation ol history, we decided to photoeraph today's Rochcster to
reflect this notion by using our two linked but distinct ways of
photographing: Aler by using street photography to caPture the
i*o .iii", that make up Rochester today-a predominantly black
urban center and eerily empty downtown surrounded by a ring
of white suburbs and I by making portraits of Rochester women, past and present, as a nod to the long history of women's
rights in the region, starting with the fourteenth-ccntury Seneca'
one of the few North American tribes with a matriarchal system,
which some leminist scholars suggest influenced Anthony and
the other suffragists in the region.
To create a kind of elegiac tone befitting the fading days of
film, lve created the conceptual conceit of punctuating our color
photographs of Rochester today with two stocks of Kodak film
used to reflect our respective relationships rvith analog imagery:

Fourth of July (20'l2) by Alex Webb; courtesy the artist

afterimage
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Mcin 5t (2012) by Alex Webb; courtesy the artist

of his last rolls of Kodachrome, and I by
using some of my Portra contact sheets to create a kind of elegiac
visual refrain. Each contact sheet featurcs repeated still lifes of a
special occasion dress, a refcrence to the way repetition is used
in elcgiac poetry to memorialize a 1oss, such as poet Elizabeth
AIex by using some

Bishop's often-quoted refrain, "The art of losing isn't hard to
mastet" in her villanelle "One Art."
MD: Alex, using blark-and-white photographs to mourn the loss of a color
film is quite strange in the age of digital. How did it feel to be putting this
color film through your camera knowing it would come out black and white?

AW:

It

seemed like a rather natural conceit

in thc context of

Rochester and my relationship to Kodachrome. Remember
that for some thirty years I worked almost exclusively with
Kodachrome, and it was only as recently as 2010, when that
color processing was eliminated, that I reluctantly made the
switch to digital. So the start of the Rochester book was only

l0

afterimage

two years since this change, a fairiy short "mourning" period. In
2012,I was certainly still working out some of my anxicties and
issues surrounding digital and to a lesser extent I still am.
In my initial phases of working with Kodachrome as black
and white in Rochester, I thought I would quire consciously try
to explore subjects that seemed to have a kind of resonance with
the past-for example, Mount Hope Cemetery. But as I worked
more, I discovered that sometimes unexpected subjects a boy

behind the glass pane
graffiti-covered

of

of a bus stop, a heart-shaped mural,

a

sign

called out for black and white. The process
working with this slightly distressed-fecling biack-and-white

film

the medium itself was telling me what to photograph.
For me, that was ultimately very comforting: I feel I work best
when the photographs themselves, as opposed to my intentions,
are the strongest force pulling me forward. Rebecca often says
that her photographs are much wiser than she is; I subscribe to
the same dictum.
42.1

Liloc festtvol, Moin St (2012) bv Rebecca Noris Webb; courtesy the artist

MD: The book is filled with nostalgia*a longing for film and analog.
The opening text introduces the idea that these "may very well be the
last days of film as we know it." There are contact sheets reproduced
on some of the pages. What do you long for in the analog world, and
what do you think will not be replaced as photography moyes into the
purely digital?

I'm not sure that "nostalgia" is necessarily the right word.
one can be elegiac without being nostalgic. My
mourning the disappearance of Kodachrome, for example, is not
a sentimental longing. It's a real awarcncss of the fact that this
fi1m that helped me define a way of seeing lor some thirty years
is irrctrievably gone. That doesn't mean that I can't find a way to
work digitally or may even appreciate ce rtain unique qualities ol
working digitally but it does mean that I can't do exactly what
I once did.
My initial anxieties about digitai were largely philosophicaiand perhaps still are. I am ambivalent about digital's intangibility.
I don't like looking at my desk and realizing that my photographs
AW:

I think that

are inside those hard drives, that I can't touch my photographs.
Furthermore, when I started trying to make prints from digital
fi1es, I lound the prints to be thin, lacking depth and texture, a little
bit the way music lovers complain about the difference between
CDs and vinyl. That said, I've learned to live with a little more

intangibility than I'd like, and I've learned to work with thc files
to make the prints have a little more richness, a little more "soul."

01

RNW: Since I still use fiIm, Memorl Cl4, is also for me a kind of 'A
Farewell to Film," which is what I call my chapter in the visual
afterward that I pieced together with various forms of analog
imagery inciuding poetry manuscripts and contact sheets. In fact,
I call 'A Farewell to Film" an "un{inished manuscript," because
I haven't yet finished with film, and film hasn't yet vanished from
sight. Wright Morris, an early influcnce of mine, once noted that
one of photography's unique qualities is that it is one of the few
art forms able to document thc process of something vanishing
such as, for Morris, the rural Nebraska where he grew up-- belore
it completely disappears from sight.
MD: Alex, how do you think the switch to digital has changed the way you
work with or perhaps even see colol?

AW:

I

don't think that working digitally has transformed how I

but it certainly affects my working process. Besides the
obvious-that I don't have to change rolls of film in the midst of
see color,

a situation I think that digital has expanded my vocabulary as a
photographer. Kodachrome whether KR 64 or KL 200, which
wcre the two stocks I used were in many ways very limited
films. Kodachrome 64 was marvelous for early morning and late
afternoon light. Its rich reds and deep blacks came alive in that
Iight. But at other times of the day, it could be surprisingly dead.
Kodachrome 200 was a wonderful film for mixed light, especially
at dusk, when artificial light incandescent, mercury vapot or

afterimage ll
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became more directed.

I

began

to orient myself toward spccific
happenings, or certain sites.
Slowly one gcts to know a place,

not only through reading about it,
but organicalli. bv erpericncing
it, by walking its streets, and
abore all by looking at it again
and again.
MD: You use a wonderful quote from
Frederick Douglass in the book about
slaves not knowing their own age.
You also quote Susan B. Anthony.
How do you think those figures haYe a
relationship to Rochester today?
AW: The thrce quotes

body

in the main

of the book, lrom

key nineteenth-century

thrce

Rochester

citizens George Eastman, Frederick Douelass, and Susan R.
Anthony all deal with mcmory
an overriding theme of this
book. Those quotes all resonate
South Wedge, Morionne's Dressing Room (2012) by Rebecca Norris Webb; courtesy the artist

with diffcrent facets of today's
Rochestcr. The Eastman quote
expresses an esscntial

notion about

how photography potentially dcmocratizes history And this is
sodium vapor-contrasts \,vith the waning daylight. But at other
times of the day it oftcn lacked resonance. With digital, I seem to
be able to work successfully in more different kinds of situations,
to explore more different kinds of light, and, hence, to expand
my palette

.

reflected in the book, as I photographed the strcets of the ciry the
history of the evcryday as well, suggcsting sociopolitical dir"isions in
this struggling Rust Belt city and Rebecca photographed ordinary
women, suggestive of all those women who are ignored by most
versions of history. The Frederick Douglass quote points to the

great scar

of racial divide that haunts the history ol this country

MD: Alex, there seems to be a kind of visual tension between your edgiel
street photographs of Rochester and the reverie found in Rebecca's still

including modern-dav Rochester. And the quote by Anthony,
who was a Rochester resident from 1845 to 1906, is a remarkably

lifes of dresses and portraits of women. How did you both decide how to
approa(h photographing the city of Rochester for this project? How did you

insightful and poetic statement about memory as resonant today
the year she wrote it:

as

<hoose where you photographed?

AW:

In the construction of this book, Rebecca and I

consciously

played with the point/counterpoint of more ethereal images-often
hers and some of my more hard-edged images, especially from
downtown. For example, I think of the movement from her contact

of red dresses to the subsequent picture of mine of two men
one in a red hoodie, one with a biker T-shirt-outside a mission
sheet

on Thanksgiving morning. There's something about the movement
from edgier street images to the dreamier images that suggests the
many layers that make up this complicated, vital, and soulful city.
I approached Rochester the way I often approach a place: by
walking, with little plan, just meandering-and then, as my purview
expanded, by driving, Ietting my experiences with the camera lead
me forward. So I started downtown and worked my way outward.
As I met people, as I read the newspaper for events, my wanderings
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Sooner or later we all discover that the important moments in life
are not . . . the birthdays, the graduations, the weddings, not the
great goals achieved. The real milestones. . . come to the door of
memory unannounced, stray dogs that amble in, sniff around a bit
and simply never leave. Our lives are measured by these.

MEREDITH DAVENP0RT is a professor at the Rothester lnstitute of Technology

in Rochester, New York, where she teaches photography. Her photojournalism
has appeared in Notionol Geogrophic, the Nerv York limes, and on the tover of
Newsweek magazine. Her book Theater of Y{ar

will be published in fall 2014.

